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The Task. force
: The.Taskforce

•

[consensus] that
that ,fOf
^for. a split-dollar
split-dollar life insurance
reached -a
a feonsensus]
arrangement within the scop~"oft)1is
Bcope'of this Issu~.;inemployer
IssU^;^. employer should
should reeognize
recognize
arrangement
future, benefits
beneftts in aceordancewithStatement
accordance with Statement 106
106 or Opinion
a liability for future.
12 ....
based on ;,the
substantive agreement
agreement .with
with the employee. The Task
... .based
the substantive,
Task
that ,a liability
liability for the benefiLobligation
benefitsbligation under Statement
Force believed thal.,a
or Opinion .1122. has
has .notbeen settled.,
settled. through.
through. the
the purchase
purchase of
of an
an
106 or
not ·been
endorsement tyPe,{sic).,policy
type. (sic);poli,cy... The Task
Task^ioree
that the purchase
endors~ent
Eorc¢^believed
believed tMt
endorsement type policy (sic)
(sic) does not eonstitute
constitute a settlement
settlement since
of an endorsement
does-not qwalify.as^non^pacticipating because the
the., policyholders
the policy doesnotqualify,as.non'pattticipatingbecause
favorable:
and
.urifay,grabie
,
experience
of the insurance
insurance
the. favorable.
tWd
•.
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The p,rqponents
proponents of
of Vic;l:;v
View. A
A .(the.view reft~9i~Ct;in.the<:i(mc1t1sion .stated"ab,fve)
Thl')
(the view
the. .\\efiniti.on
definition of
of- "settlt,ment"
"settlement". ~o!\taipe~
contained .in
.to--. the,a'os~ary
the. 'Glossary of
of FAS-,106
reference the
FASJOG and
, appears, to reguire'~'P\!l'chasing
reguirG; "pyychasingnonp.!)l'liqipatinginspr~9C
nonp^ti.cipatiQg J
emphasize that this definition ,apPIJarsto
contracts
contracts for the accumulated post-retirement
post-retirement benefit obligation
obligation for some or all of
of the
die
1
participants" ·for
-for aninSlU~!Hwe()O!ltrflct,t()
an insurance Contract ,to qualify.
q,ualify;as
.Further the
as ^uch^^ettlement,
lluch,'} settlement.' F!.!rther
plan participants"
EITF's Draft Abstract 'on
on EITF Iss!.!e
Issue No,
06-4, to \vhieh
which thiscomtuent
this comment is responding,
responding,
EITF's
No. OG~4,
otv-pag0;Z that
"the Task
believed that the
-purchase >o^an endorsement type
Forceb~lievedthat
thepunchase'Qfan.endorsement
states ;oOnpag¢2
thflt"the
Task Force
(sic) li\oes'
does not constitute
constitute: aSett\emel1t
a settlement sin()'lthxpolicydoes.
since the policy does, not
not qualify
qualify, as nonpolicy (sic)
subject to; the.favorable
favorable and unfavorable
participating because the -polieyholders.
·policyholders. ,are subj,ect,tothe
of the
the insurance company."
company."
•_...- , ,
-. .. ...-. ., -.
.;, ,
experience of
[n
In short, the EITF appears to rely exclusively on the premise that only a
nonparti<;ipating
nonparticipating policy can effectively settle a
a post-retirement
post-retirement benefit obligation
obligation under an
endorsement-style sp1it;~0Uarari"angemenr.'
split-idc-llar ^arrangement. ; r:BIZIBe~mark
pBIZ/Befimark; requests,
requests _ that the EnF
EITF
endorsement-style.
reconsider this conchision
conclusion because it is in diiectcontradiction
direct contradiction to the specific
specific terms of
reconsider
of
FAS 106. Participating COti.traets'can
contracts .Jean ·also
dso effectivelys<lttle
effectively, settle:.this
this type
type of
of obligation.
obligation.
Paragraphs
Paragraphs 90 '"
~ 95
'95 detail
detail''the
the reqiiirements'of
requirements' of Accounting for
for- 'Settlement
'Settlement of
of a
Benefit Obligation. Specifically,
"if the
Post-retirement Benefit
Specifically, Paragraph 94 states that "if
purchase of&'participating insurance
contract cOllstitutes'asettiement
constitutes a settlement ..(refer
prefer t6paragraphs
to paragraphs
purchaseofa'paiticiPating
jns1iltancecontract
67 and 90) the maximum gain (but not the maximum loss) shall be reduced by
of
by tue'
the; cost of
recognized in income."
income."
the participating right before determining the amount to be recognized
Paragraph 94>Clearly
94^e'learly;..statesthat.
states that a paliicipatinginsuranbe
participating -insurance contract
contract- 'can'
can: consti't\lte.a
constitute .a
settlement
settlement so long as it qualifies as such under Paragraphs
Paragraphs 67 and 90, . .
.,/;-. .
: Paragraph

defines the.requiredeierrients:
the, required elements; that must be present in order
order to
67 .defines
qualify as an insurance contract
contract under FAS 106. These clements
elements are:
1.
2.
3.
3;
4.

An insurance company undertakes a legaLqbligation.
legal .obligation.
To provide specified
benefits
to
specific
individuals.
specified
individuals.
for a fixed consideration
consideration orpremill1ll
or premium..•
In return fora
There must be the irrevocableirangferofsignificant
irrevocable transfer of significant risk from
from
employer to the insurance company
company..
the employer

..Once
Once these elements
elements are complied
complied with, Paragraph 67 requires the "benefits covered by
insurance contracts shall be excluded from the accumulated post-retirement
post-retirement benefi!."
benefit."
definition, virtually all insurance contracts in existence qualify as "insW'ance
"insurance
Under this definition,
contracts"
contracts" under FAS 106.
Paragraph
Paragraph 90 requires the following
following three elements be present in a transaction
qualifies as a settlement
settlement of a post-retirement
post-retirement obligation:
obligation;
that qualifies

1 . Must
Must be
be an
an irrevocable
irrevocable action;
action;
1.

------------------EITF Issue Summary No, I;SupplementNo. I, dated May, 31, 2006.
I

EITF Issue Summary No. 1,"Supplement No. 1, dated May, 31,2006.

relieve the employer
employer of
ofprimary responsibility for the
2. Must relieve
post-retirement benefit obligation; and
the post-retirement
eliminate significant risks related
related to (he
the obligation
obligation and the
3. Must eliminate
effectthe
assets used to effect
the settlement.

Paragraph 90 then provides examples of
of transactions
transactions that constitute
constitute a settlement,
of which is "purchasing
"purchasing long-term
long-tenn nonparticipating insurance contracts,"
contracts." The key
one of
example, not an exclusive
exclusive list. Indeed, as previously
point here is that
point
that this is an example,
contract may also effectively
mentioned, Paragraph 94 makes clear that a participating contract
effectively
settle a post-retirement
post-retirement benefit
benefit obligation.
of the Draft
Draft Abstract
Accordingly, the EITF conclusions reached in Paragraph 5 of
CBIZlBenmark requests that the
misstate the FASB's own Statements on this issue, and CBIZ/Bemnark
reconsider these conclusions.
EITF fully reconsider
If the EITF and FASB should
should find this argument
ar/,'llment persuasive, then it would be
If
neceSsary to qualify
qualify as a
necessary to analyze the other elements listed in Paragraph 90 necessary
"settlement" under FAS 106.

First, it must be an irrevocable action that settles the obligation. This is
[n most
most arrangements
arrangements designed by our
distinguishable from an irrevocable benefit. In
split-dollar benefit unless therds
employee is not entitled to aa.split-dollar
there is an insurance
company, the ClllPloy(1c
policy
policy in force to pay the spGcified
specified benefit.
benefit. This does notcontractuallybil1(j
not contractually bin4 the
employer to keep the policy in force,
force, but while the policy is in force,the
force, the benefitis
benefit is owed
owed
to the employee. Xf
If there is no policy, the agreement terminates and tllere
tiiere is no benefit
due.
Second, the transaction
transaction must relieve tho
the employer of primary responsibility for
obligation. Most endorsement split dollar arrangements easily
the post-retirement benefit obligation.
meet this requirement. Most of these arrangements
arrangements state that the employer never owes
any death benefit to the participants.
participants. The death benefit will
will be paid directly from the life
to
the
participant'
s
beneficiary.
These
arrangements
typically
insurance company
company
participant's beneficiary.
arrangements also typically
:
state if the
exist at the time of
of death, then no benefit is due
the ins'unince
insurance contract'd6cs
contract does not exist
the beneficiary.
beneficiary. Therefore, not only is the employer relieved of
of primary responsibility,
responsibility,
but they are relieved of all the responsibility for the post-retirement benefit obligation.
Finally, in order to qualify as
as a settlement, the insurance
insurance contract must eliminate
significant risks
risks related to the obligation. As stated above, the employer simply has no
fisk
risks -- not
risk to
to begin with.
with. All
Allrisks
notjust
justsignificant
significantoncs
ones-- associated
associated with
withthe
thesplit-doHar
split-dollar
benefit are covered by the insurance policy. Indeed,
Indeed, it could he
be argued that since the
employer has no obligation
obligation to provide the benefit,
benefit, then the fact
fact that there is a risk that the
participating insurance contract will cease to exist
exist because of negative experience by the
insurance company is
is still no risk and
and thus,
thus, significant
significant risks have been eliminated.

there is another fact pattern the EITF
EITF should consider in this
this regard.
regard. In
However, therds
many cases, endorsement split
split dollar
dollar arrangements
arrangements are entered into and the insurance

contract
contract involved are universal life insurance contracts. As the BlTF
EITF has stated, the.
the.
interest crediting rate and the mortality costs inside these participating
participating policies
policies can go up
and down based on the experience of
of the insurance company
company... Even
Bven in Iia nonparticipating
nonparticipating
policy,
mortality-charges
interest rates fluctuate. Howevyr,
However, in many case.s,v,vhen
cases, when
policy. the mortality
charges and interest
considered on a guaranteed
guaranteed basis (the
these participating insurance contracts are considered
minimum guaranteed
guaranteed interest rate and the maximum guaranteed mortality
mortality costs detailed
insurance contracts will not lapse and thus will continue to
in the policy contract) these insurance
provide the benefit until well past the normal mortality age of the insured. Therefore, it
seems reasonable to conclude that while the insurance contract
contract may be participating and
impact the
thus the negative experience of the insurance company would negatively impact
on a guaranteed basis the insurance
economic performance of the insurance assets, on·a
contract would
wouM still be valid and
and thus continue to eliminate significant risks Telated
related toth';to $ie..
:
"
obligation.
Suggested
Suggested Alternative
Alternative and Conclusion
Conclusion
In light of the above, CBlZmenmark
ASB to
CBIZ/Benrnark respectfully
respectfully urges the EITF and F
FASB
as
reconsider
their
conclusions
and
allow'
paiticlpaling
'insurance
contracts
to
qualify
reconsider
allow participating insurance contracts
settlements under F
FAS
106 as is clearlyanticipated·an.d
deady;anticipate^;an.^.al10w.edl;\ndy~ the terms ofF
of FAS
settlements
AS 106
AS
106,.
,
106, assmning
assuming alLothenequirementsd.rtvn.et.
all-other.requirements,are,,rnet, • -. : ': . • : ' . .. .- "
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Irrespective of the FAS!
06 analysis above, the nicogl1itionof
expen~e requirM
FAS 106
recognition of expense
required
recognition, of the
the. same expense
expense twice ,and
.and .thus,
under Issue No. 06-4 would cause the recognition,of
,thus,
i n a n c i a lstatements to
t o be
b e misleading. .
.
.--.•causef financial
.
two basic components -— interest credited
A universal life insurance contract has two·
on the cash value and the cost of
of insurance. Thcse
These two elements arc
are added to and
value eachmol1th:'
each -month. 'The
cost of insurance element is the
deducted from the policy cash valuli
The cOst
to. allow iUopay
it to, pay the death benefit upon the
money retained by the insurance company to.&1low
of
the
insured.
In
essence,
the
cost
of
inStlrance'.
is the present value of the death
death
death of
insuredv
cost of ansurance'is
benefit so that if
if death occurs.
occurs/at
have
at normal mortality the insurance company will .have
collected sufficient
sufficient "cost of insurance" to pay the death benefit.
As noted above, this
this cost of insurance reduces the earnings
earnings of
of the policy each
month. Therefore, the employer (owner of
of the policy) is reducing its earnings by a
portion of
of the present
death benefit.
present value of the d(;)ath
benefit. Therefore, if the employer is also
value of
of the portion of the death
required to recognize an expense equal to the present value
beneficiary pursuant to an endorsement split dollar
benefit to be paid to an employer's beneficiary
arrangement, the employer is in
in fact recognizing the present value of
of that piece of the
death benefit as an expense twice.
Suggested Alternative
Alternative
Suggested

.

~',.

Considering the fact that theex;pensesrequjj'ed
the expenses required to
t o b,bee recognized
recognized in .06·4
06-4 are
already being
being recognized via mortality costs in the insurance policy we urge the EITF to
reconsider their position.
.reconsider
position. We believe a far more logical approach would>
would be to consider
the post-retirement mortality
mortality costs to be the cost of the post-retirCltlent
post-retirement benefit provided.
Therefore, if the present value
costs are
value, of
of the projeeted
projected post-retirement mortality>
mortality-costs
reeognized
recognized during
during the service period, we believe that revenue and expenses would be
properly matched.

Comment 3
3 - No
No Expense

One other issue needs to be considered in
in this analysis.
analysis. In many cases, on a
guaranteed
guaranteed basis, the income in a life insurance policy will exceed
exceed the mortality costs in
each year through normal mortality. Said another way, it is impossible to incur the
mortality costs without
without also earning incometooffsetit.:
income to .offset; it; Therefore, we believe it is
logical under GAAPandthe
GAAP and the matching
matching pril)cipletoconsider
prtnciple-tq consider that all post-retirement
pq.st-#etirement eos,ts
costs
and income areattriblitable
to the ,SerViCe period ';aJ1.dthu~,riO>expel)seshould
are attributable^.ta^e^Ssrvice.
and -thus,' -iio pxpense^sloulft 'be>
be
recognized
recognized preretirement.
preretirement, >
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